Abstract. Side-channel analysis is an important issue for the security of embedded cryptographic devices, and masking is one of the most investigated solutions to mitigate such attacks. In this context, efficient masking has recently been considered as a possible criteria for new block cipher designs. Previous proposals in this direction were applicable to different types of masking schemes (e.g. Boolean and polynomial). In this paper, we study possible optimizations when specializing the designs to Boolean masking. For this purpose, we first observe that bitslice ciphers have interesting properties for improving both the efficiency and the regularity of masked software implementations. Next we specify a family of block ciphers (denoted as LS-designs) that can systematically take advantage of bitslicing in a principled manner. Eventually, we evaluate both the security and performance of such designs and two of their instances, confirming excellent properties for physically secure applications.
Introduction
Lightweight cryptography has been an active research area over the last 10 years. Many innovative ciphers have been proposed in order to optimize various performance criteria. Recently, resistance against side-channel attacks has been considered as an additional optimization goal for low-cost ciphers, as exemplified by the algorithms PICARO [41] and Zorro [20] . Both proposals aim at leading to efficient masked implementations (i.e. where all the computations are performed on shared secrets). Starting from the observation that the performance overheads in such implementations primarily come from non-linear operations, Piret et al. [41] first investigated how to reduce their amount by considering non-bijective S-boxes. Next, Gérard et al. [20] further exploited "irregular" SPN structures, i.e. where not all the state goes through the (bijective again
3 ) S-boxes in each round. Both examples lead to performance gains over the AES Rijndael, which become more significant as the number of shares increases.
These previous works lead to several useful observations regarding the relation between masking and the linear/non-linear operations used in block ciphers. In this paper, we aim to complement them by focusing on two important scopes for further research they left open. First from the performance point-of-view, both PICARO and Zorro minimize the number of field multiplications per encrypted plaintext. This is a natural direction as it leads to improvements applicable to both Boolean [45] and polynomial [43] masking schemes. Yet, further specialization to Boolean masking could potentially lead to additional gains. For example, the S-boxes of lightweight ciphers PRESENT [7] and NOEKEON [15] require three multiplications in GF (16) , which makes them less suitable than Zorro and PICARO for polynomial masking. But they have efficient representations minimizing the number of AND gates which could be exploited in Boolean masked implementations. Next from the security point-of-view, both designs are based on somewhat unusual Feistel/SPN structures (in order to deal with non-bijective S-boxes in [41] , and to minimize the number of S-boxes per round in [20] ). So another (quite pragmatic) open question is whether we can design ciphers for efficient masking based on more standard techniques (e.g. directly exploiting the wide-trail strategy [16] as other lightweight algorithms).
In this context, we base our investigations on two additional observations. First, Boolean masking is particularly efficient when applied to operations that are linear over GF (2) (since such operations can be performed independently on each share). As a result, and in contrast with many existing block ciphers, it appears interesting to have linear diffusion layers implemented as look-up tables, since they can be straightforwardly exploited for any number of shares 4 . Second, since our focus is on software implementations, we also have a strong incentive for simple and regular designs, where computations are always performed on well aligned data. For example, manipulating bits and bytes such as in PRESENT raises additional challenges for the implementers (to guarantee that the bit manipulations do not leak more information than the byte ones). These observations combine into the conclusion that a bitslice cipher with look-up table-based diffusion layers and non-linear S-boxes with efficient gate-level representation seems an excellent candidate for efficient Boolean masked software implementations.
Following, our contributions are threefold. First, we separately analyze Sboxes and linear layers meeting the previous objectives, and compare a number of constructions from the cryptanalytic and efficient masking point-of-view. Interestingly, this part of our study confirms the previous observation that if side-channel resistance via masking is added as a block cipher design criteria, the balance between linear and non-linear operations has to be changed towards more linear ones. Such investigations open a large space of possible ciphers that we define as LS-designs (essentially made of a combination of look-up table-based L-boxes and bitslice S-boxes). We then argue that such designs have interesting properties for efficient masking. For this purpose and for concreteness, we specify two instances of 128-bit block ciphers and analyze their security against a number of standard cryptanalytic techniques. Doing so, we paid attention to make our studies as generic as possible (i.e. leading to conclusions for LS-designs rather than for their instances). We also considered the impact of choosing involutive or non-involutive components, and show that the first ones mainly lead the security guarantees provided by the wide-trail strategy to be tighter. Eventually, we compare the performances of our two exemplary instances with the ones of the AES, PICARO, Zorro and NOEKEON on an 8-bit microcontroller (and argue that they also behave well on desktop CPUs with SIMD units). Overall, these results confirm the interest of bitslice ciphers in the context of physically secure implementations, as hinted in [14] . While the instances of designs we suggest are not yet optimal (because of the hardness of finding optimal L-and S-boxes) and do require more analysis, their performances are comparable to (or slightly better than) the ones of NOEKEON, which is known to have an extremely compact gate-level representation [29] . Therefore, we believe LS-designs formalize an interesting family of ciphers combining excellent performances (also for unprotected implementations), strong security guaranties, regularity/simplicity and efficient masking, i.e. properties that generally benefit to resistance against side-channel attacks and are also appealing for more general applications.
Design rationale

Bitslice S-boxes
In this first subsection, we analyze various S-boxes having an efficient bitslice representation. Our comparisons will consider various sizes (namely 4-bit, 8-bit and 16-bit), in order to study their tradeoff with the different diffusion layers in the next subsection. They will also take into account both standard cryptographic properties (such as the non-linearity, differential profile and algebraic degree of which the definitions are recalled in Appendix A) and masking efficiency considerations. For this purpose, and following the techniques in [26] , we will simply consider the number of AND and XOR gates needed for each S-box. As already mentioned, the cost of XOR gates is linear in the number of shares in the masking scheme, while it is quadratic for AND gates (which will therefore count as a more important criterion in our evaluations). Note that since we are only interested in non-linear S-boxes, each Boolean function defining them has to be linearly independent of the other ones. As a result, we need at least the same number of AND gates as the output size of the S-box to reach this goal.
Why bitslicing? In Appendix B, we recall the method to perform secure nonlinear operations first proposed in [26] and generalized to extension fields in [45] . From Algorithm 2, it is easy to see that the difference of performances between Boolean and polynomial masking can (at least partially) be explained by the implementation efficiency of the underlying non-linear operation. For example, an AND gate can usually be performed in a single clock cycle on most computing devices. By contrast, a field multiplication generally requires the use of log/alog tables (if large fields are considered) which will typically account for 20 to 40 clock cycles in embedded microcontrollers [22] . These numbers can be improved when small fields are considered, e.g. multiplication can tabulated if elements are represented with less than 4 bits, but even in this case the non-linear operations will require 3 to 5 cycles. As a result, masking at the gate-level in a bitslice manner as we investigate next should bring performance improvements. [44] . (d) Construction of 2s-bit S-boxes from s-bit ones as in the MISTY block cipher [36] .
We now present a couple of S-boxes with efficient gate-level representation. The main challenge is that the enumeration of S-boxes is rapidly out of reach as their size increases. Besides, finding the best gate-level description of a large S-box is also a hard problem. As a result, we will start from the 4-bit case for which exhaustive analysis is possible, and then take advantage of heuristics from the block cipher literature, in order to turn these 4-bit S-box into larger ones.
4-bit S-boxes. An exhaustive search of optimal bitslice S-boxes can be found in [48] . Its main result is that the so-called "Class 13" is the best option for this purpose, and can be implemented with 4 non-linear gates and a total of 9 instructions, with the best differential and linear probabilities that can be reached. It is represented in Figure 1 (a) . Its only limitation is that it is not involutive. We ran a similar exhaistive search with a slightly larger instruction set (including nor gates, nand gates, and more copy instructions) while restricting the number of non-linear gates to 4. As a result, we could find an involutive Sbox with similar properties as the Class 13 one: it is represented in Figure 1 (b) . Note that the use of Toffoli gates (defined in [47] ) allows to see this S-box as a generalized Feistel network, which explains the involution property.
From 4-bit S-boxes to larger ones. Various constructions can be considered for this purpose, ranging from ad hoc (scaling 4-bit S-boxes to 8-bit ones) to generic solutions (scaling s-bit S-boxes to 2s-bit ones). As in [20] , we analyzed a couple of natural candidates and report on the most interesting results. In the first (ad hoc) case, we considered a proposal coming from the Whirlpool hash function (which only requires four 4-bit S-boxes) and generalized it by considering a linear layer between the two levels of S-boxes (see Figure 1 (c)). Since our goal is to minimize the number of AND gates, such a solution was better than proposals with six 4-bit S-boxes as in the KHAZAD block cipher [1] .
Alternatively, we looked at Feistel networks such as used in the MISTY block cipher [36] and represented in Figure 1 (d). A minimum of three rounds were considered in order to avoid trivial weaknesses with respect to linear and differential cryptanalyses. One advantage of such a construction is that it directly gives rise to involutive components. Besides, it has been shown that three rounds of such a network allow squaring the linear and differential probabilities of the round function, on average over the keys. Note however that the impact of this averaging only appears for 16-bit (or larger) S-boxes (i.e. when applying the MISTY structure twice, recursively), because the impact of the linear hull effect only becomes significant from this size on [40] . The exhaustive search over all the 16-bit S-boxes having the structure of Figure 1 (d) was too computationally intensive and we only report on the best candidate we found. Note that for 8-bit S-boxes, we additionally investigated unbalanced Feistel networks built from 3-and 5-bit ones (as also proposed with the MISTY cipher), which provided a slightly improved non-involutive candidate (with one less AND gate).
The results of our different S-box searches are summarized in Table 1 . For comparison purposes, we also reported the same metrics for the NOEKEON S-box, and the bitslice representation of the AES S-box proposed in [9] .
Table-based diffusion layers
In a bitslice implementation of a block cipher, the same register i holds the i-th bit of several S-box inputs/outputs. In this context, we are interested in linear diffusion boxes (next denoted as L-boxes) that mix bits inside these registers and can be applied to them in parallel. From an implementation point of view, computing an L-box will just correspond to a table access. Yet, and compared to the usual case of non-linear tables, we benefit from more flexibility. Namely, since the table is linear, it can be decomposed into several smaller tables. This can be useful in order to only store tables that are adapted to the memory characteristics of the target platform. For instance, a 16-bit L-box can be implemented as four 8-bit to 8-bit look-up tables and two XORs. Our comparisons of diffusion layers will mainly be based on the branch number. Thanks to this number, we can directly evaluate the linear and differential properties of any design based on a combination of S-boxes and L-boxes according to the wide-trail strategy. We define the branch number of an L-box L as:
It follows that the linear branch number and the differential branch number of our diffusion layer is also B(L). This guarantees that any non-trivial trail in two consecutive cipher rounds will have at least B(L) active S-boxes (see [16, Th. 1] ). Note that an l-bit L-box with branch-number b is equivalent to a binary linear code with parameters [2l, l, b] (length 2l, dimension l, distance b). Therefore, we can use results from coding theory to design our L-boxes, such as [21] .
8-bit L-boxes. The highest branch number possible for an 8-bit L-box is 5. We ran an exhaustive search and we found 2 25.2 candidates with such a branch number, including 33 involutions. They activate at least 5/16 of the S-boxes.
16-bit L-boxes. The highest branch number possible for a 16-bit L-box is 8.
It is not feasible to run an exhaustive search, but there are several known codes with parameters [16, 8, 8] . In particular, it is possible to build a quite structured 16-bit involution with branch number 8 from a systematic generator of the ReedMuller code RM (2, 5), as represented in the left part of the figure below (a noninvolutive candidate is given on the right part of the same figure) . This kind of L-boxes activates at least one fourth of the S-boxes over two rounds.
32-bit L-boxes. For a 32-bit L-box, the optimal branch number is not known. The best known code gives a branch number of 12, and the known upper bound shows that it is impossible to reach a branch number higher than 16. Therefore the best known option will only activate 12/64 of the S-boxes.
We show a comparison of the best known L-box diffusion layer and the AES diffusion layer in Table 2 . This shows that L-box diffusion layers do not have security bounds as good as AES-like diffusion layers (mainly because they are obtained over two rounds rather than four), but the ability to use a bitslice implementation is an important advantage for side-channel resistance. Alternatively if the state is considered as a vector of elements over a larger field (the S-box outputs), the diffusion layer can be written as a binary matrix. This approach has been used previously, e.g. in the design of ARIA [33] .
Which S-box with which L-box?
The composition of s-bit S-boxes and l-bit L-boxes directly gives rise to various candidate n = l × s-bit ciphers. In this subsection, we illustrate the tradeoffs resulting from these choices in a 64-bit case (with 4-bit and 16-bit L-boxes).
4-bit S-box and 16-bit L-box. Using the components described previously, the best involutive S-box requires 4 linear operations and 4 non-linear ones, and achieves Pr diff = 2 −2 and Pr lin = 2 −1 . Therefore, we need at least 32 active S-boxes to have a secure cipher. Since we have 8 active S-boxes every 2 rounds using a 16-bit L-box, this corresponds to at least 8 rounds. In an 8-bit CPU, it would require 64 non-linear operations, 128 XORs and 128 table look-ups.
8-bit S-box and 8-bit L-box. Using the components described previously, the best involutive S-box requires 24 linear operations and 12 non-linear operations, and achieves Pr diff = 2 −4 and Pr lin = 2 −2 . Therefore, we need at least 16 active S-boxes to have a secure cipher. Since we have 5 active S-boxes every 2 rounds using a 8-bit L-box, this corresponds to roughly 6 rounds. In an 8-bit CPU, it would require 72 non-linear operations, 144 XORs and 48 table look-ups.
Interestingly, we can see that the first option requires a total of 320 elementary operations, to be compared with only 264 ones for the second one. By contrast, the first option has a reduced number of non-linear operations, which will gradually dominate if a masked implementation with large number of shares is considered. While somewhat specific, this example confirms the trend already observed in [20] that the ratio between the amount of linear and non-linear operations increases in block ciphers that are easier to mask. Besides, it also shows that a small L-box can activate a larger proportion of the S-boxes, but these larger S-boxes are generally more expensive (if they are selected to have good cryptographic properties). In this 64-bit comparison, the two effects are of similar magnitude, but the conclusion is of course dependent on the block cipher size and on the knowledge we have about large bitslice S-boxes and L-boxes.
Algorithm 1 LS-design with l-bit L-boxes and s-bit S-boxes (n = l · s)
Key addition and round constant return x
LS-designs specifications
Following the previous section, we can define LS-designs as the family of block ciphers specified in Algorithm 1. The description directly suggests simplicity and regularity as one important advantage of such ciphers: instances can be characterized by selecting a bitslice S-box S, an L-box L, a number of rounds N r and constants C(r). In the next sections, we will consider two 128-bit instances of LS-designs in order to illustrate their security against cryptanalysis and good implementation properties. The bit-size was chosen both because of the observations in [49] and in order to be comparable with NOEKEON (which is among the best ciphers published so far for efficient bitslice representation).
Involutive instance (Robin). We take the S-box denoted as "MISTY + Class13" from Table 1 Non-involutive instance (Fantomas). We take the S-box denoted as "MISTY + 3/5-bit S-boxes" from Table 1 and the non-involutive L-box in Section 2.2. The cipher has 12 rounds and uses the same constants as Robin.
Security evaluation
We now investigate the security properties of LS-designs, trying to extract general conclusions that apply to our family of ciphers in the first place. For concreteness, we will also consider more specific claims related to the aforementioned instances. In this respect, we note that Robin and Fantomas were specified with slightly different goals. Namely, the first one aims to have security margins similar to NOEKEON, while the second was mainly defined in order to illustrate the impact of choosing involutive components with respect to the efficiency limits that can be expected with LS-designs. Note that we aim for single-key security in both cases (i.e. exclude related-key and chosen key attacks from our claims). In particular, there is a simple related-differential with a single active S-box per round if the state difference can be corrected using a key difference.
Security against linear and differential cryptanalysis
As explained in Section 2.2, the structure of the cipher gives a simple upper bound on the maximum probability of differential characteristics, and the maximum bias of linear trails. Any two-round trail activates at least B(L) S-boxes, and this gives the following bounds for any 2r-round trail:
With the parameters of Section 3, this gives:
Such bounds prevent simple linear and differential attacks based on a trail over more than 8 rounds. We use 16 (resp. 12) rounds in Robin (resp. Fantomas), so as to have a good (resp. less conservative) security margin. We now study the tightness of these bounds, and how to build optimal differential/linear trails.
Product trails for Robin. To study differential and linear trails, we first consider a set of special states that can be written as the tensor product of an s-bit vector (corresponding to the S-box input and denoted with Greek letters) and an l-bit vector (corresponding to the L-box input and denoted with Latin letters):
For those states, the S-box layer and the L-box layer act independently:
Hence we have the same behavior for differences and for linear masks. Namely, we can build differential characteristics (resp. linear trails) where the differences (resp. selection masks) are written as tensor products. In particular, if L[x] = y, and α β with probability p through the S-box, then x ⊗ α y ⊗ β through one round with probability p |x| , where |x| denotes the Hamming weight of x.
When the cipher is built as an involution, we further have β α with probability p, and L[y] = x, hence y ⊗ β x ⊗ α through one round with probability p |y| , giving an iterated two-round trail (as illustrated with a toy example in Figure 2 ). If α, β, x, and y are chosen optimally, this path reaches the security bound of Equation (1), hence showing that the bound is tight. Using the parameters of Robin, optimal choices of α and β give p = 2 −4 , while optimal choices of x and y give |x| + |y| = 8. This directly leads to a two-round iterated differential characteristic with probability 2 −32 (or 2 −128 for 8 rounds), and a two-round iterated linear trail with bias 2 −16 (or 2 −64 for 8 rounds). Truncated differentials. Since the L-layer and the S-layer operate independently on product states, there are many trails with the same active S-boxes but with different inputs and outputs. As long as all the S-boxes in a round have the same output difference, the state is a product state, and all these differences contribute to the same truncated trail. The space of such product states is quite small and we can search exhaustively for the best truncated differential using product trails. We note that there could be better truncated trails but it seems that the product trails are dominant when we consider an involution. For Robin, the best truncated trails start with a single active S-box, and have alternatively 1 and 7 active S-boxes. A round with a single active S-box has a probability one (to follow the truncated trail), and a round with 7 active S-boxes has a probability of 2 −28.5 if the input difference is random (if it comes from a previous round, the probability is slightly skewed). The best such trails for 8 and 9 rounds have a probability of 2 −112.1 , while the best trails for 10 and 11 rounds have a probability of 2 −139.8 . These results can be used in a truncated differential attack as follows. If one takes a pair of states with a single active S-box, there will be a single active S-box (the same one) after 9 rounds with probability 2 −112 . By using a structure of 256 plaintexts with 120 bits set to a fixed value and the last S-box input taking all possible values, we obtain 2 15 different pairs with a single active S-box. This gives 2 112 input pairs if we collect 2 97 such structures, and we expect one pair with only one active S-box in the output. Since such events only happen with probability 2 −120 with a random function, we don't expect any false positive after 2 112 pairs. As a result, we have a distinguisher for 9 rounds with a cost of 2 104 . We additionally expect that this distinguisher can be extended to a few more rounds using partial decryption.
From involutive to non-involutive components. If we do not restrict the design to involutive S-and L-boxes, we can hope that the bound given by Equation (1) will not be tight. More precisely, we expect that there should not be any trail reaching the minimal number of active S-boxes with the optimal probability for every S-box transition. For this purpose, we first count the number of active S-boxes for truncated trails. That is, for each state we only care about which columns are non-zero and build all the possible transitions. In this context, it is important to note that a truncated input to the diffusion layer can give several different truncated outputs, and does not necessarily behave linearly. For instance, if we start from 00101000, we have to consider five possible transitions:
More generally, the possible transitions are of the following form:
Non-linear transitions will usually lead to states with more active columns, but the extra degrees of freedom from the non-linearity allow better trails than the product trails with only linear transitions. For l = 8, we ran an exhaustive search over all L-boxes with branch number 5, and found that the best ones give trails with at least 53 active S-boxes for 16 rounds (rather than 40 active S-boxes when L is an involution). For l = 16, building all the possible transitions for a fixed L-box is already a hard problem, so we cannot test many different L-boxes. We ran a randomized search by permuting the lines and columns of the RM (2, 5) systematic generator used in Section 2.2. The best non-involutive Lbox we found (given in Section 2.2) gives truncated trails with at least 64 active S-boxes over 12 rounds. More precisely, we can compute the minimum number of active S-boxes with an involutive L-box and our best non-involutive L-box as:
Rounds 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 If we consider a 64-bit cipher with l = 16 and s = 4, we can go further in the analysis and find the best differential trails with completely instantiated differences. We expect that this will again improve the upper bound on the probability of trails, because in general it is not possible to select a specific difference so that all S-box transitions have maximal probability. We ran this search using an A * algorithm [24] , with some additional ideas from Matsui's branch-and-bound algorithm [35] . We used the best truncated trails as heuristic estimate for future path-cost in A * , and refined it by computing the best trails with increasing numbers of rounds. Once we know the probability of the best instantiated r-round trail, we update the heuristic if some truncated r-round trails were expected to have a higher probability. Doing so, we found that some choices of L-box and S-box give 6-round trails with probability at most 2 −64 and 8-round trails with probability at most 2 −90 (the candidate L-box in Section 2.2 together with S-box S = {6, 1, 0, 7, E, 4, F, D, 5, B, 2, C, 3, 8, A, 9} is an example). These values should be compared with 2 −48 (resp. 2 −64 ) if L and S are restricted to involutions, and to the previous bound of 2 −56 (resp. 2 −80 ) for the same components using the analysis with truncated trails. This indicates that LS-designs based on involutive components require about 4/3 as many rounds as with non-involutive components to reach a similar security level for these parameters (l = 16 and s = 4). The computation took several days and dozens of gigabytes of RAM. We believe it gives a good indication about the relative security of involutive vs. non-involutive ciphers that should also be valid with larger S-boxes, even though we cannot run the search for optimal trails with l = 16 and s = 8 in practice.
Application to Fantomas. Using our search for truncated trail, we have found the following bounds for linear and differential trails on Fantomas:
These bounds imply that simple linear and differential attacks on Fantomas can only work with trails over 6 rounds or less, and we have a security margin of 6 rounds. We expect that this bound is not tight, as shown by our analysis of instantiated trails on a 64-bit LS-design (but we cannot run a similar analysis on Fantomas in practice). In addition, we note that the best attack on Robin is based on a truncated differential corresponding to several simple trails, but this effect will be quite limited for Fantomas because optimal trails do not have the strong structure of product trails (on 6 rounds, the best truncated differential using a collection of product trails has a probability of 2 −117 ).
Impossible differentials. We finally searched for a class of impossible differentials where we do not use the S-boxes properties, i.e. we only considered which Sboxes are active at each round, and we used the possible transitions of the linear layer combined with the fact that the S-box is a bijection. This search is similar to the search for truncated trails described above, and the hardest part is again to build all the possible transitions through L operations. We found that the longest impossible differential for Robin and Fantomas (in this class) only spans three rounds. For Robin, there are are 48420 impossible input-output patterns, an example is given by 0000000000000001 000000000000010. For Fantomas, there are 35951 impossible differentials, an example is given by 0000000000000001 000000000000001. We can compare this result with similar results on the AES. The best known impossible differential is in this class of impossible differentials and spans four rounds. Since our diffusion layer mixes all the 16 S-box input every round, it makes sense to have shorter impossible differentials.
Generic attacks against Even-Mansour ciphers
In 1991, a simple block cipher design was proposed by Even and Mansour, using only one permutation and two different key values [19] . It was later revisited in [19] and extended towards key-alternating ciphers by using n permutations and n + 1 key values. One special case of such ciphers is the Single-key EvenMansour (SEM) scheme, which is defined by using n permutations together with one key. Due to their simplicity, these designs have attracted the attention of several cryptanalysts, and various published results apply to their generic versions [12, 17, 18] or particular instances such as LED or Zorro [23, 27, 37, 38] .
Since LS-designs correspond to SEM schemes, we discuss the applicability of these previous results to our case study. In particular, and although we do not claim security against related-key and chosen-key attacks, we briefly look at these adversarial scenarios in a generic manner. Starting with chosen-key differentials, Fig. 3 . Three-round related-key characteristic for LS-designs.
the attacker can not only control the n-bit input value but also the n-bit key value. As a result, the number of freedom degrees he has is doubled (to 2n) compared to the standard differential cryptanalysis. We know from Section 4.1 that the best differential characteristics for LS-designs have probability:
Therefore, it is possible to mount an attack for 2r rounds if 2 −2n ≤ Pr diff (2r). Taking the example of Robin, the best 2-round characteristic has probability 2 −32 and the number of freedom degrees equals 256. Thus, in the worst case it could be possible to attack 8 · 2 = 16 rounds by using all degrees of freedom. Similar observations can be made in the related-key setting. Namely, by applying the results from [38] , the best differential characteristic over two rounds can be extended to three rounds for LS-designs (as represented in Figure 3) . Hence, the required number of rounds to achieve n-bit security will increase by 50%.
Algebraic attacks
In algebraic cryptanalysis, a cipher is expressed as a large system of non-linear equations (typically over GF (2)) and a solution for the system is searched. Although it is possible to describe any algorithm in terms of multivariate equations, solving them is an NP-hard problem already for quadratic ones. The precise complexity of algebraic cryptanalysis is difficult to evaluate and security against these attacks is usually argued by exhibiting the size and number of unknowns in the systems, together with a reasoning about the cipher's algebraic degree.
S-boxes in LS-designs can be described in the same number of equations as the number of non-linear gates. Let e denote the number of non-linear gates, l denote the size of the L-box and N r by the number of rounds. Then, the entire system for a fixed key LS-design consists of (N r · e · 128/l) quadratic equations in (N r · 128 · 2) variables. That leads to 3072 equations in 4096 variables for Robin and 2112 equations in 3072 variables for Fantomas (the AES has 6400 equations in 2560 variables). We expect these numbers to be sufficient for both instances to be secure against algebraic attacks, in view of the time and memory complexities needed to solve small-scale AES variants presented in [10] . As for the algebraic degree, we used the work [8] 
Other cryptanalyses
We use round constants to make all rounds different and prevent slide attacks [6] (that are based on the self-similarity of the round function). Rotational cryptanalysis [30] is a powerful technique against Addition-Rotation-XOR (ARX)-based block ciphers. But the application of S-box operations in LS-designs makes this attack unlikely to succeed. Integral cryptanalysis or square attacks [13] are primarily purposed for word-oriented ciphers but can be adapted to bitslice ones. Our analyses suggest that up to 4 rounds of Robin or Fantomas can be targeted in this way (which also leaves comfortable security margins). Eventually, boomerang attacks [50] assume that we can find two characteristics for (2·r 1 +1) and (2 · r 2 + 1) rounds in the target algorithms. By using Equation (1), we can approximate these probabilities as Pr(2 · r + 1) ≤ Pr
. Hence, the probability of a boomerang distinguisher becomes Pr
, which must be better than 2 −n . Setting the parameters of Robin or Fantomas in this equation, we find 2(r 1 + r 2 ) + 2 < 5.5 and the attack works for at most five rounds. Therefore, boomerang attacks should not a concern for LS-designs.
Performance evaluations
The main objective of LS-designs is to allow efficient and secure software implementations for 8-bit micro-controllers. Therefore, we first report on the performances of protected implementations of Robin and Fantomas on an Atmel ATmega644p micro-controller, together with the AES, Zorro, PICARO and NOEKEON 5 . The results in Figure 4 (given for different number of shares in the masking scheme) show that the performances of Robin and NOEKEON (both involutive ciphers) are remarkably close. They confirm that bitslice ciphers optimized for Boolean masking allow more efficient implementations that previously obtained, e.g. with the AES, Zorro or PICARO. They also illustrate the additional gains that can be obtained by considering non-involutive components (e.g. with Fantomas). Combined with a highly regular design, with all operations operating on well-aligned 8-bit data, we believe this evaluation supports the conclusion that LS-designs are promising ciphers for side-channel resistance.
Besides, we also found that LS-designs are very efficient on desktop CPUs with large SIMD units, at least for unprotected implementations. Taking the example of Fantomas in counter mode, we can evaluate several inputs in parallel and use the full width of SIMD units. Let us describe in more details an implementation using SSSE3 instructions with 128-bit registers. We will compute 16 instances of Fantomas in parallel (with 16 different plaintexts), using 16 SSE registers, every register containing one byte from each copy of Fantomas (8 registers for the high order bytes, and 8 other registers the low order bytes). The S-box layers compute two sets of 128 S-boxes in parallel, using 128-bit wide bitwise operations; this takes 96 instruction. For the L-box layer, we use the pshufb instruction as a 4-bit to 8-bit look-up table. The 16-bit L-box is decomposed as eight 4-bit to 8-bit look-up tables and 6 XORs 6 ; our implementation requires 280 instructions to compute 16 parallel linear layers (i.e. 128 16-bit L-boxes). With these figures, our implementation of Fantomas runs at 6.3 cycles/byte (for long messages) on a Core i7 CPU (Nehalem micro-architecture). Thanks to the pshufb instruction, the L-box layer is not subject to cache timing attacks.
As a point of comparison, the bitsliced AES implementation of Käsper and Schwabe [28] would take respectively 326 and 102 cycles for the same number of S-boxes and linear layers (the full AES takes 6.9 cycles/byte on the same CPUthis is the faster known implementation of AES of this CPU). On the one hand our S-box is much easier to implement in a bitslice way than the AES S-box, since it was one of our design goals. On the other hand, our linear-layer is optimized for a table-based implementation, and more complex than that of the AES. It can still be implemented rather efficiently, but it becomes the dominant factor in this implementation. This shows that LS-designs can reach performances comparable to the AES on high-end CPUs, excluding implementations using hardware AES instructions. We also expect reasonable performances on Atom or ARM Cortex-A CPUs, which are used in some embedded systems and include a good vector engine with a permutation instruction (SSSE3 and NEON, respectively). Moreover, the latest Intel CPUs support 256-bit wide SIMD operation using AVX2 operations; we expect that this will give even better performances 7 .
Open problems
This paper introduces LS-designs as an interesting family of secure and efficient block ciphers, with good properties for masked implementations. Since their instantiation mainly depends on the selection of good S-and L-boxes, a natural scope for further research is to find better such components, in particular for large bit-sizes (e.g. 8-bit and more for S-boxes, 32-bit and more for L-boxes). Improvements in these lines would directly lead to more optimized ciphers. Besides, our current investigations mainly considered software implementations. But the efficient gate-level representation of Robin and Fantomas makes them potentially suitable for hardware implementations as well. As a result, it would be interesting to study their threshold implementations, and to compare the resulting performances with other algorithms that are efficient in this setting, such as NOEKEON again [39] or more recent designs like FIDES [5] .
